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This duty is not absolute given its qualification of 

reasonableness and practicability.  The definition 

of highway is highway maintained at public 

expense. 

 

Objective 

In practice Gloucestershire aims to safeguard the 

travelling public from the hazardous effects of 

snow or ice on the highway surface so far as it is 

able with the resources available and the severity 

of the weather conditions.  Proactive winter maintenance operations will be undertaken based upon the 

latest forecast information, prevailing local weather conditions, and local short-term history to help prevent 

the formation of ice and to assist the removal of snow. 

 

Strategy 

When icy road conditions are forecast, in accordance with the Gloucestershire Highways Adverse Weather 

Plan, precautionary salting will be carried out on the following routes included in the strategic network, 

defined as follows: 

 All Class 1 and 2 roads (A and B roads) 

 Roads leading to important industrial establishments 

 Roads leading to hospitals, ambulance stations, fire stations 

 Strategic public transport routes 

 Roads serving main shopping centres 

 Slip roads, approaches and approaches to strategic interchanges 

 

hese routes, represents 28% of Gloucestershire’s total road network.  The gloucestershire Highways 

Adverse Weather Plan was developed in consultation with key stakeholders is reviewed annually, and 

explains the winter service delivery in detail. 

When substantial snow or prolonged icy conditions prevail, and in the judgement of the local Area 

Highways Manager that the strategic routes require no further attention, resources may be re-prioritised to 

give attention to treating secondary routes, defined as follows: 

 In term times routes adjacent to major educational establishments provided treatment could be 

completed by 0800 hrs. 

 A single access road to major villages 

 Other locations where high traffic volume, speed, or local conditions, dictate. 

 

It must be recognised that in prolonged and exhaustive snowfall conditions, or in freeze/thaw conditions the 

available resources may be continuously employed in maintaining the strategic network.   

In extreme snow conditions Gloucestershire works in partnership with local Parish volunteer Snow 

Wardens and Plough Operators.  These advise and update us on local road and weather conditions, and 

assist with the opening up of local minor routes. 

 

Standards 

The mobilisation time for treatments is one and a half hours.  The completion time for precautionary 

treatment is three hours.  Treatment start time has to remain flexible to fit with prevailing weather 

conditions.  Wherever possible, treatments to be timed to be completed by the morning rush hour (0700 

hrs). 

 

Management and communication 

For normal operational purposes the County is divided into three areas, West, Central and East, each 

under the control of an Area Highways Manager.  It is recognised that the County has four distinct climatic 
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zones.  An Ice Detection Network monitors these and a weather forecast is obtained for each climatic zone.  

Treatment decisions for these zones are made at an area level in accordance with the decision-making 

matrix. 

 

General direction and co-ordination of activities throughout the County, is the responsibility of the Area 

Highways Manager West.   

 

Proactive communication with the emergency services and the media will be undertaken by a designated 

Area Highway Manager, normally Central because of its location, based upon Network condition reports 

prepared by the Technical Co-ordinator. 

 

Salt bins 

Gloucestershire County Council do not supply or install grit bins for public use, although existing bins are 

filled at the beginning of each winter season and bags of replenishment salt are made available to local 

communities during the winter.  New grit bins are provided by the relevant town or parish council who will 

agree the location with the County Council. 

 

To assist the public, including pedestrians, the County Council places salt bins at a number of strategic 

locations.  Such self-help can save both the cost and the delay in calling workforce teams out to deal with 

problems at these sites, but these advantages have to be weighed against the overall cost of provision and 

the possibility of misuse and adverse environmental effects. The presumption is against the provision of 

salt bins except where the need at a strategic location is clearly demonstrated. 

 

Other Extreme Weather Events 

Whilst these are much less frequent the general principals within the winter service of dealing with the 

strategic network first, followed by the secondary routes and our prioritisation and decision making process 

will follow the same guide lines. 

Map of Gloucestershire’s salting network 
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The background to lifecycle plans is described at the start of Appendix 2 and in Chapter 7.   

The following life cycle plans are contained in this appendix: 

2A Carriageways 

2B Footways and Cycletracks 

2C Structures 

2D Highway Lighting 

2E Street Furniture 

2F Traffic Management Systems 

2G Drainage Assets 

 

 

2A - LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN - CARRIAGEWAYS 

 
The carriageway is the durable material constructed in an area intended to sustain vehicular traffic, 

frequently marked or edged to ensure an efficient and safe operation.  For management purposes, 

carriageways have been defined in categories 2 to 4b (as shown below), based on the national code of 

practice “Well Maintained Highways”.  These categories reflect the type and use of different carriageways 

and form the basis for a sound asset management approach.  National funding and reporting is based on 

the national classifications – A, B, C and unclassified. 

 

Category Hierarchy Type 

2 Strategic route Trunk and principal A roads between primary destinations 

3a Main 
distributor 

Major urban network and inter-primary links, short-medium 
distance traffic 

3b Secondary 
distributor 

Classified road (B&C class) and unclassified urban bus 
routes carrying local traffic with frontage access and frequent 
junctions 

4a Link road Roads linking between the main and secondary distributor 
network with frontage access and frequent junctions 

4b Local access 
road 

Roads serving limited numbers of properties carrying only 
access traffic 

 
Inventory 

Principal roads are the designated as A roads and act as regional and district distributor routes.  There is 

currently 592 km of principal road network in Gloucestershire.  Non-principal roads are designated as B and 

C roads.  In Gloucestershire there are 2036 km of classified non-principal road - B roads account for 421km 

and 1615 km are C roads.  However, the majority of the adopted highway network comprises unclassified 

roads.  In Gloucestershire this amounts to 2574 km of network. For road network area calculations, 

carriageway widths are assumed to be 7.3m for principal roads, 6m for classified roads and 5m for 

unclassified roads. 

 

 Appendix 2      Life Cycle Management Plans 
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Associated attribute information is stored in a Pavement Management System (PMS) and includes many 

details such as length, category, and hierarchy. Additional information such as carriageway widths and 

construction type are currently being gathered as part of the ongoing task of improving highway asset 

information.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Current condition & Performance 
 
Condition is measured in two main ways – through machine based surveys and visual inspection surveys.  
Principal and non-principal roads are surveyed by SCANNER, which is a mechanical survey using laser 
and video to categorise and score carriageway defects.  The defect scores for each 10m section of road 
are then given a road condition index (RCI).  The RCI summarises each 10m section as being RED (plan 
maintenance soon), AMBER (plan investigation soon) or GREEN (generally good condition).  The survey 
vehicles are accredited by the DfT and are used by all authorities to ascertain condition information.  In 
addition, the County carries out coarse visual inspection (CVI) surveys with accredited inspectors trained to 
record carriageway defects from a slow moving survey vehicle.  CVI survey results not only give an 
indication of the overall condition of the network (BVPI224b), but also provide defect information and 
proposed treatment types to assist with planning future maintenance.   
 
Both SCANNER and CVI surveys measure the surface condition of the road only. Whilst some of the 
defects can be interpreted as identifying structural failure, they do not provide accurate information about 
the structural condition of the road. This data has previously been provided by deflectograph surveys. 
Deflectograph data was last collected in Gloucestershire during 2006 but as it can no longer be used for 
reporting network condition, the most recent data is now trended for use in scheme design. 
 

Road Quantity 

Principal (A) Urban 173 km (1,262,900 m2) 

Principal(A) Rural 419 km (3,058,700 m2) 

Non-Principal (B&C) Urban 407 km (2,442,000 m2) 

Non-Principal (B&C) Rural 1629 km (9,774,000 m2) 

Unclassified Urban 1154 km (5,770,000 m2) 

Unclassified Rural 1420 km (7,100,000 m2) 

TOTAL 5203 km (29,070,000 m2) 
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The minimum stipulated standards are guided by the policies in the Highways Act 1980 and the “Well-
Maintained Highways Code of Practice”.  All roads are designed for a minimum design life of 20 years.  
Gloucestershire’s Highway Maintenance Handbook also sets out the county’s strategy and options for 
treating the highway network. 
 
Based on the survey methods described above, the current proportion of Gloucestershire’s network that is 
in need of maintenance is 3% for principal roads, 9% for non-principal roads and 17% for unclassified 
roads.  These proportions are reported as National Indicators NI 168, NI 169 and BVPI 224b respectively.   
 
The graph below shows the historical performance of these measures.  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Setting out the investment history for an asset enables users to better understand the deterioration or 
improvement of an asset, and the relationship with levels of service. 
 
 

Ave. Annual Revenue Expenditure (in £000’s) 

All road classes 3257 

 
Creation, Acquisition, Upgrading and Disposal 
 
Creation/Acquisition: New sections of roads are created through two main processes – capacity 
improvements and adoption from developers. 
Upgrading: An expenditure profile has been developed to proactively determine what level of investment is 
required to maintain and upgrade the network. 
Disposal: Roads are rarely ‘disposed’.  Roads are declassified in accordance with Highway Law when they 
are replaced.  Disposal of wastes are administered through a waste management plan developed within the 
construction contracts. 
 
Deterioration 
 
As soon as a road is constructed and brought into use it starts to deteriorate.  The causes of pavement 
deterioration are essentially twofold: 

a) Traffic – the effects of the action of traffic tyres and loads which cause abrasion and stress leading 
to fatigue failure of the road structure. 

b) Weather – the ingress of water into the pavement foundation accelerates deterioration, along with 
alternating freeze/thaw conditions. 

 
The rate of deterioration will differ across the network depending on the relative construction materials, 
traffic loading etc. and therefore it is a generalisation to come up with a single figure to represent the 
deterioration of the network across the county as a whole.  Across the UK an average figure of 3% is used 
– this is based on road condition results submitted by local authorities. 
 
Identifying standstill and backlog costs 
 
It has always been challenging to determine the level of funding required to maintain the road network. 
WDM Ltd of Bristol has recently developed a series of financial models which are able to predict the budget 
required to achieve predefined network conditions. They can also assess the effect that treatments and 
different budget strategies will have on the national road condition indicators (NI168 - Principal Roads and 

Capital Expenditure 

Spend in £000's 04/05 05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 

Principal Roads 4118 9114 2962 3049 6190 

Non-Principal Roads 
9443 9243 9333 

4315 5434 

Unclassified Roads 3236 2074 
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NI169 - Non-Principal Classified Roads). The models have been populated with our current road condition 
survey data.  

The model works by assigning a suitable maintenance treatment to each defective 10 metre subsection. 
The suitability of the treatment is determined according to the combination of RCI values for each condition 
parameter. The parameters reported by the SCANNER survey are as follows: 

 

 Whole-Carriageway Cracking 

 10m Profile Variance 

 3m Profile Variance 

 Rutting 

 Texture 
 

A separate and much simpler model has also been developed to predict budgets required to achieve 
selected BV224b values using the results from CVI surveys.  The assigned treatments are appropriate for 
treating various structural, functional and safety conditions, and are consistent with treatments currently 
being used.  The costs have been derived from our current term contract, and include an allowance for 
design, supervision and some contingencies.  

The six treatment types in the model are; 
 

 Reconstruction 

 Thick Overlay/ inlay 

 Moderate Overlay/ inlay 

 Thin Overlay/ inlay 

 Thin Surfacing 

 Surface Dressing/Micro asphalt  
 

Unit Costs and Design Lives for selected treatments 
 

Treatment                                                                                     Unit Cost (£) 

A Roads B Roads C Roads U Roads 

Reconstruction 50 49.07 47.99 47.30 - 

Thick Overlay 50 35.46 37.42 37.82 - 

Thick Inlay 50 36.21 38.62 39.02  

Moderate Overlay 40 19.56 20.88 21.27 - 

Moderate Overlay 40 20.22 22.03 22.43  

Thin Overlay 20 9.38 10.22 10.33 - 

Thin Inlay 20 10.70 11.62 11.79  

Thin Surfacing 15 8.00 8.00 8.00 - 

Surface dressing/ 
Micro Asphalt 10 5.60 5.60 5.60 

- 

Calcined Bauxite 10 23.33 22.97 22.97 - 

Structural 50 - - - 14.91 

Wearing 20 - - - 7.00 

Edge* 50 - - - 55.79 

 
* All unit costs are for m2 except for Edge which is in linear metres 

The model as also sophisticated enough to assign treatments to sections where the RCI score is not yet 
contributing towards one of the National Indicators (subsections with a high amber value). This is beneficial 
as it identifies sections for treatment that will be contributing to the NI168/169 score in the near future. Also, 
as the treatment is intervening they can typically be improved using less expensive treatments.  

 

So far these models have been used to determine the following two scenarios: 
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£1,937,226 
£1,174,687 

£5,000,388 

£4,959,362 

Standstill by Road Class 

A class

B class

C Class

Unclassified

 The budget required to retain the existing NI168/NI169/BV224b values over the next 10 years. 
(Standstill) 

 The budget required to reduce the existing NI168/NI169/BV224b values to zero in one year. 
(Headline Backlog) 

Standstill 

Standstill cost is the amount that needs to be spent each year to ensure that the roads remain in their 
current condition. The standstill costs are calculated over a 10 year period and the following represents the 
funding level required to remain at a steady state over that period 

       

District A class B class C Class Unclassified Total 

  SCANNER SCRIM         

Cheltenham £151,987   £29,105 £160,503 £482,308 £823,903 

Cotswold £856,629   £351,911 £2,216,842 £1,254,211 £4,679,593 

Forest £324,738   £344,038 £1,142,603 £850,337 £2,661,716 

Gloucester £129,943   £46,497 £90,517 3604,195 £871,153 

Stroud £318,034   £232,973 £886,360 £1,098,728 £2,536,094 

Tewkesbury £155,896   £170,163 £503,564 £669,581 £1,499,204 

County £1,937,226 £250,000 £1,174,687 £5,000,388 £4,959,362 £13,321,663 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Backlog 

£823,903 

£4,679,593 

£2,661,716 £871,153 

£2,536,094 

£1,499,204 

Standstill by District 
Cheltenham

Cotswold

Forest

Gloucester

Stroud

Tewkesbury
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The backlog cost is the total amount of structural maintenance funding required to ‘fix’ all roads.  It should 

be noted that deterioration will still occur so ‘standstill’ costs will still have to be spent annually in order to 

maintain the network in this condition.  These costs are valid at June 2010 and do not take into account 

future inflation rises.  It is literally the cost of repairing all the defective road sections this year. 

 
Previously backlog costs have been estimated as high as £130m, but this was based on rough estimates of 
costs and did not apply a consistent methodology.  The £76m figure produced by the model does not take 
into account any contingency costs normally built into scheme estimates.  Adding contingency in would give 
us a figure of £91m much closer to the previous estimates of backlog. 

District A class B class C Class Unclassified Total 

  SCANNER SCRIM         

Cheltenham £348,138 £749,178 £214,476 £587,104 £4,124,594 £6,023,489 

Cotswold £1,953,557 £1,943,005 £1,821,070 £13,225,372 £11,937,995 £30,880,998 

Forest £363,773 £2,006,668 £1,440,203 £6,547,300 £5,737,883 £16,095,827 

Gloucester £299,405 £978,336 £109,491 £351,607 £1,073,419 £2,812,257 

Stroud £634,046 £900,625 £767,512 £4,530,265 £4,686,302 £11,518,750 

Tewkesbury £210,753 £1,088,841 £622,625 £2,761,701 £3,888,546 £8,572,466 

County £3,881,216 £7,852,848 £4,924,311 £27,973,891 £31,605,643 £76,237,909 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£3,881,216 
£4,924,311 

£27,973,89
1 

£31,605,64
3 

Backlog by Road Class 

A class

B class

C Class

Unclassified

£6,023,489 

£30,880,998 

£16,095,827 

£2,812,257 

£11,518,750 
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Surfacing and Structural Maintenance Design Standards 

The county is currently developing a comprehensive surfacing and structural maintenance guidance 

document a draft of which can be found in Appendix 6 Linked Documents.  This document is specifically 

designed to create a ‘local’ set of design standards as well as address the detailed decision making of 

treatment selection and the design of carriageway resurfacing or structural maintenance repairs. 

National standards for structural maintenance are found in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges 

(DMRB).  DMRB sets out minimal design standards for motorway and trunk roads.  The Gloucestershire 

policy aims to supplement DMRB in order to apply the design standards in a common sense approach to 

local authority road networks.  Where the policy isn’t specific, the county and its partners and 

subcontractors will always revert to using the nationally excepted standard. 

 

Skid Resistance 

The maintenance of adequate levels of skidding resistance on running surfaces is an important aspect of 

highway maintenance, and one that contributes significantly to safety. The County also carries out annual 

surveys to assess skid resistance on its highest speed roads.  SCRIM surveys (Sideways-force Coefficient 

Routine Investigation Machine) is the main method of measuring skidding resistance of the road surface.  

These surveys provide data, which combined with wet skidding accident data and information about road 

layout and geometry helps engineers to identify potential problem sites.   

The friction or skidding resistance required at a site is related to the type and nature of the road.  Higher 

skidding resistance is required on bends, down hill gradients and approaches to junctions and pedestrian 

crossings, whereas straight, level roads in rural areas with good visibility do not require as much skidding 

resistance.  These requirements are formalised as a set of site related Investigatory Levels in the Design 

Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB – HD28/04).  The county has refined its application of HD28/04 in a 

Skidding Resistance policy.  This policy also clearly defines which roads are regularly surveyed as well as 

when and what action will be taken when skidding resistance is below standard.  

The county’s policy is to take regular measurements of skidding resistance followed up by investigation 

where the skidding resistance at a site has fallen to, or is lower than, the pre-determined Investigatory 

Level for that site. Treatment will be prioritised if the skidding resistance is significantly below this level, or if 

the number of accidents or proportion of accidents in wet conditions, or that involving skidding, is greater 

than normal. Otherwise, treatment will be carried out over a longer term to bring about an overall high 

standard of skidding resistance throughout the County. 

"Slippery Road" signs will be erected as soon as practicable at all sites where remedial measures have 

been determined as being necessary. These signs will only be removed when the remedial action has been 

taken and maintenance engineers are satisfied that skidding resistance levels have been returned to an 

appropriate level. 

The county’s policy on skidding resistance and technical details of SCRIM surveys  are included in the 

supplimentary documents appendix 6B with extracts from Technical Design Standard HD28/04. 

 

Equestrian use and skidding resistance 

The county uses a risk based approach to determining the appropriate surface material when considering 

structural maintenance or resurfacing of the road network.  As part of this assessment a practical and 

common sense decision will be taken with regard to materials that may be more prone to being slippery 

when wet for equestrian use.  Most new road surfaces are not a problem for hourses, however, some low 

texture surfacing materials such as Stone Masticated Ashphalts (SMA’s) or other thin surfacing courses 

may have early life skidding resistance issues that could affect horses. Designers will always take local 

circumstances into account when selecting surface materials and where equestrian use is prevelant will 

attempt to use appropriate surface materials.   
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As equestrain use in Gloucestershire’s rural areas is very prevelant, the County has adopted the policy of 

including a 3mm quartizite grit in the surface mix whenever thin surfacing materials are used to provide 

additional skid resistance for horses.  Thin surfacing is used in less than 30% of resurfacing works and 

mainly in urban areas. 

 

 

 

  SCRIM survey uses a wheel pointed at a 45 degree angle to test the wet skidding resistance qualities of the road 

surface.  Survey data is used to target resurfacing to improve skidding resistance and improve road safety. 
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2B - LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN – FOOTWAYS & CYCLETRACKS 

 
The background to lifecycle plans is described at the start of Appendix 4 
and in Chapter 6.  Footways include those adjacent to and remote from 
the carriageway.  Cycletracks do not include on-carriageway cycle lanes 
which are covered in the carriageway component.  Footways are 
generally of flexible bituminous material, modular, flag or block 
construction.  Block or flag constructions can vary greatly in the type of 
materials used.  Cycletracks are generally of flexible bituminous material.  
Consideration must also be given to the facilities such as special 
surfaces and layouts designed to benefit disabled people. 
 
Routine maintenance standards generally follow the guidance set down 
in the “Well-Maintained Highways Code of Practice”. Routine 
maintenance activities are biased towards the Highways Act requirement 
to keep the network in a safe condition.  
 
Inventory 
Inventory data is limited; it is not considered to be sufficient to start to develop a high confidence lifecycle 
model.   There is accurate and detailed information held for high category footways, i.e. those which are 
classified as Category 1 and 2 footways by “Well-Maintained Highways Code of Practice”.  However, 
information on the remainder of the footway network is limited, although a project is currently underway to 
gather this information.  Cycletrack information is largely limited to that identified in the previous TAMP.  
Information on these is summarised in the table below: 
 

Footway/Cycletrack 
Description 

Length (km)  

High category footways 150  

Other footways 3000 Estimated 

Segregated cycletracks 23168 m2 Estimated 

 
 
Current Condition & Performance 
BV187 is the footway indicator based on the collection and analysis of Detailed Visual Inspection (DVI) 
measurements for the high category footway network (cat 1, 1a and 2 footways). The BVPI is defined in 
percentage and is an indicative of the need for maintenance to preserve the footway serviceability. This 
BVPI has now been dropped by the DfT; there is a need to consider continuing to undertake DVI 
inspections in order to use the condition data gained for asset management purposes.   
 
Footway and cycletrack 
condition are also assessed by 
highways inspectors on a 
regular basis (dependent on 
the hierarchy of that 
footway/cycletrack) to ensure 
that safety defects are 
identified and repaired.  No 
overview of condition based on 
assessments exists. 
 
Based on the survey methods 
described above, the current 
proportion of Gloucestershire’s 
high category footway network 
that is in need of maintenance 
is 22%.  The graph below 
shows the historical 
performance of these 
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measures.  It should be noted that the apparent worsening in condition is due to previous survey errors. 
  
 
Setting out the investment history for an asset enables users to better understand the deterioration or 
improvement of an asset, and the relationship with levels of service. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Ave. Annual Revenue Expenditure (in £000’s) 

All road classes 1000 

 
Creation, Acquisition, Upgrading & Disposal 
 
Creation/Acquisition/Upgrading: The LTP provides the strategic view of our transport needs and identifies 
areas for developing the asset.  However, no lifecycle management plan approach to creation, acquisition 
and upgrading exists.  A review of the present planning/acquisition process is required to examine the 
revenue implications of capital investment and whole life cost in this specific area. 
Disposal: There are no plans for disposal/closure of footways or cycletracks; any closures would 
necessitate legal approval procedures. 
 
Deterioration 
 
Deterioration is the change in the physical condition of the asset resulting from use or ageing.  The rate of 
deterioration of footways and cycletracks will tend to be less than that for carriageways because of the lack 
of vehicular traffic although where footways and cycletracks experience over-running from vehicles faster 
deterioration can occur, particularly on flagged surfaces. 
 
Treatment Options & Costs 
 
Replacement costs are provided by CIPFA (awaited) and are used to calculate the Gross Replacement 
Cost of the carriageway asset. 
 
Footway treatments essentially comprise the following:  
 

Activity Type Activity Standard 

Renewal 

Planned Patching 
Programmes determined locally, using local 
judgement. 

Pre Surface Dressing 
Patching 

Programmes coordinated prior to surface dressing 

Surface Dressing 
Visual assessment. Programmes 
determined locally Resurfacing (inlay and 

overlay) 

Replacement 
Reconstruction 
Slabs to Bituminous 
Material 

Visual assessment. Programmes 
determined locally 

 
Repair/construction costs need to be calculated from the outturn costs of previous structural maintenance 
programmes. 
 
Demands & Risks 
 
Footway and cycletrack risks include: 

 Uneven/rocking/cracked slabs in a flagged footway, 

 Potholes in a bituminous footway, 

Capital Expenditure 

Spend in £000's 04/05 05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 

Footways 0 0 2445 486 1314 

BVPI 187 – Footway Indicator 
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 Uneven/rocking/damaged kerbs, 

 Uneven surface caused by tree root growth. 

 Uneven surfacing stemming from past trench works 

 Slippery surface 
Secondary risks include a number of partial failures: 

 Overhanging vegetation, 

 Inadequate drainage leading to flooding of the footway 

 Flooding stemming from backfall/inadequate drainage 
 
Investment Options 
 
In terms of investment, there are two key calculations which can be carried out before looking at different 
investment scenarios.  The first is the standstill cost – how much funding is necessary to maintain the 
current condition of the asset; and the second is backlog cost – how much funding is necessary (in today’s 
terms) to repair all of the known defect.  For both these calculations further information is required about 
the extent and condition of the footway network in Gloucestershire. 
 
Future Developments 
 
There are a number of areas where the footway and cycletrack lifecycle plan needs to be developed: 

 Complete and collate inventory of footways by surface type and widths; 

 Consider how to undertake a condition assessment of the footway network; 

 Consider the benefits of gathering better inventory on the cycletrack network; 

 Develop treatment costs for all treatment options; 

 Undertake standstill and backlog calculations; 

 Enhance long term maintenance strategy. 
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2C - LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN – STRUCTURES 

 
Gloucestershire County Council maintains 942 bridges, culverts 
and other structures together with an unknown number of 
retaining walls (2010 data). Gloucestershire Highways bridge 
team also liaises with other statutory bridge owners such as 
British Waterways and Network Rail. 

 
Description of the Asset 
Gloucestershire is responsible for 797 bridges, 107 culverts and 
38 footbridges. This does not include structures on public rights 
of way.  Additionally within the county there are a further 258 
bridges owned by other transport undertakers or privately. 
 
There is no formal system of hierarchies for bridges.  Each bridge 
is treated on its own merits reflecting its level of usage and availability of alternative routes 
 
An inventory of bridges currently held on the electronic structures database has been collated from the 
various paper records held for many years.  However, there is no formal system in place for updating or 
reviewing inventory data.  Most of the paper records have been scanned into electronic documents and 
archived in the structures database. 
 

Bridge  Structure carrying or crossing a county 
highway with a clear span of 1.5m or greater 

Small Culvert  Structure with a clear span of 1-1.5m which 
can be accessed for inspection or 
maintenance purposes 

Highway Footbridge Structure carrying pedestrians across or 
adjacent to a county highway 

Retaining Wall Structure retaining more than 1.5m height 
(excluding parapet height) either above or 
below a county highway  

 
Bridge Maintenance 
Regular inspections are carried out in order to monitor the condition of the structure assets and are used to 
target the optimum and most cost effective treatment. Value management is used to draw up programmes 
of works based on safety, economic benefit and social environmental impact. 
 
A programme of structural maintenance is undertaken to replace major elements such as waterproofing of 
bridge decks and expansion joints. 

 
Bridge Strengthening 

Bridges which do not currently meet their required loading 
capacity are monitored regularly in case there is a deterioration 
in their condition.  The assessments of these bridges are being 
reviewed in a priority order and where appropriate bridges are 
then put into an ongoing strengthening programme. 
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Road over Rail Bridges 
Safety at road over rail bridge sites has been highlighted following a number 

of incidents around the country.  All the key high risk sites in the county have 

been addressed.  Lower risk sites will be addressed where practical as part 

of other works rather than stand alone schemes. 

 

Retaining Wall Strategy 

Retaining walls are currently dealt with in a reactive way. There is little or no 

inventory data and no long-term works programme. The TAMP highlights this 

area as requiring improvement and has recommended the collection of 

inventory data to establish the location, size, ownership and condition of 

highway retaining walls in the county. 

 

Inspections 

The table on the next page indicates the regime for bridge inspections carried out by Gloucestershire, in 

comparison with the recommendations within the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) that apply 

to trunk road and Motorway Bridges.  The reduced standards for lower classes of road in the table reflect 

the lower traffic volumes and the available level of funding.  

There are no programmed inspections of retaining walls.  Reactive inspections are carried out following 

reports of distress or damage.  These can be received from members of the public, or area team staff. 

Gloucestershire County Council  now uses the CSS inspection system for all its bridges, which enables us 

to calculate and monitor the bridge condition index (BCI) for each structure and for the stock (BSCI) as a 

whole. 

County Bridge Inspection Regime 

Year 
Motorways &  

Trunk Roads 
County Roads 

 
DMRB 

recommendation 

Bridges Span >8m or 

Complex Structures 

Bridges 8m > 

span > 1.8m 

Small Culverts Span < 

1.8m or Headroom  < 

1.0m 

1 Principal Principal 
Structural by 

Engineer 
General 

2 Superficial None None None 

3 General General General General 

4 Superficial None None None 

5 General General General General 

6 Superficial None None None 

7 As year 1 

 

Standards 
The Department of Transport publication, Design Manual for Roads and Bridges contains all the relevant 
standards for maintenance, inspections, assessments and design of trunk road bridges.  “Management of 
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Hgihway Structures – a Code of Practice” was published in 2005 and contains a number of 
recommendations and milestones. 
 

The table below shows the county’s compliance with the different code of practice milestones. 

Compliance with code of practice 

  

  

Implementation Date 

(recommended) 

Current level of 

implementation Target Level 

Milestone 1 31/03/2008 4.2 4.8 

Milestone 2 31/03/2010 3.3 4.7 

Milestone 3 31/03/2012 1.9 4.7 

 

Routine Maintenance 
General maintenance is repair to the fabric of the bridge without replacing whole elements such as repairs 
to parapets or minor impact repairs.  This type of maintenance is funded out of the revenue maintenance 
programme. 
 
Routine maintenance covers reactive and proactive cyclic maintenance such as clearing vegetation, and 
anti graffiti treatments. Again this work is funded from revenue funding. 

Defects are allocated a time scale for repair as shown in table below:   

 

Category Response Time 

I 
Action should be taken as soon as practical to rectify the 

defect or safeguard road users 

A Repairs to be undertaken within 28 days 

B Repairs to be undertaken within 24 months (required) 

C Repairs to be undertaken within 24 months (desirable) 

D Monitor defect at next inspection 

 

Lifecycle planning 

Major structural repairs, renewals or improvements to bridges are carried out as capital funded projects.  
These works are programmed over a longer period of time as certain elements of structures have limited 
life spans.  The Structures Toolkit is a software based method of generating and controlling structural 
maintenance.  This software is currently being developed by DfT and when available will be an essential 
tool in the programming of future structural maintenance works. 
 
The background to lifecycle plans is described at the start of Appendix 2 and in Chapter 7.  The purpose of 
the lifecycle plans is to drive the efficient maintenance and long term management of groups of highway 
structures by the adoption of an asset management approach. “Management of Highway Structures” the 
national code of practice for structures advocates this approach 
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For management purposes, lifecycle plans are being developed grouping structures into homogeneous 
groups based on the primary construction type and material. (i.e masonry arches, Steel beams, concrete 
boxes etc). These have similar maintenance and inspection requirements. 
 
The following are Level 2 asset groups within this plan: 

 Bridge – structure with a span of 1.5m or more providing passage over an obstacle for vehicles 

 Footbridge – structure with a span of 1.5m or more providing passage over an obstacle for 
pedestrians, over or adjacent to a highway (not Public Right of Way bridge) 

 Culvert – structure with a span between 0.9m and 1.5m for the passage of water under a highway 

 Retaining wall – structure which retains ground either above or below a highway 

 Public Right of Way bridge – structure carrying a public right of way which may be privately owned 
with private or other vehicular rights or may be specifically to carry the public right of way 

 
Risk assessments are undertaken to assess needs, e.g. parapets, defects recorded from inspections.   
 
 
Inventory 
 
Details of the inventory of known highway structures are recorded in Exor and include structure name, 
structure number, construction type, structure owner, location, maintenance responsibility, material details 
and inspection details. 
 

Bridges & Structures Description No. 

Bridges (span>1.5m) 797 

Culverts (0.9m< span< 1.5m) 107 

Footbridges (over roads or adjacent to fords, or carrying class 6 roads) 38 

Non-highway bridges (owned by GCC but with no highway status) 17 

Retaining walls (supporting the highway and retaining >1.4m) Data not available 

Public rights of way structures Held by PROW 

 
 
The following table shows construction types and materials for the three major types of bridges which will 
be used for the lifecycle plans. 
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Bridge 436 143 96 74 43 25 25 79 

Culvert 61 9 9 10 - 22 - 14 

Footbridge 9 - - - 7 1 7 11 

Some structures have more than one construction type so appear in more than one column 

 

Current Condition & Performance 
 
The condition and performance of all highway structures is based on 2 different things: condition as 
determined by inspection, and capacity as determined by assessment. 
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Condition is determined following an inspection and rated in 
accordance with the County Surveyors Society (CSS) Bridge 
Condition Index (BCI) Guidance. 
 
The condition indicators for an individual bridge (BCI) or a stock of 
bridges (BSCI) are evaluated using the data collected during the 
General and Principal Inspections, which typically report the 
condition of different elements (e.g. main beams, abutments, 
drainage etc.) according to a predefined scale set out in the 
Guidance. 
 
The BCI values can be interpreted broadly as the “percentage 
service potential” of a bridge. Thus a BCI value of 100 implies that the bridge has retained 100% of its 
service potential; a value of 60 implies that the bridge has lost 40% of its service potential and a value of 0 
implies that the bridge is no longer serviceable. 
 
The BCIav is the average BCI for a bridge evaluated taking into account the condition of all structural 
elements in a bridge. The BCIcrit is the critical BCI for a bridge evaluated taking into account the condition 
of those elements which are defined as very high importance. The BSCIav and BSCIcrit are a measure of 
the above condition index values for all bridges in the stock. 
 
BCI’s can be used to consider the bridge stock as outlined below: 
 

BSCI 
Range 
 

Bridge Stock 
Condition based on 
BSCIav 

Bridge Stock Condition based on BSCIcrit 

100–95  
Very Good 

Bridge stock is in a 
very good condition. 

Very few critical load bearing elements may be in a moderate 
to severe condition. Represents very low risk to public safety. 

94–90  
Good 
 

Bridge stock is in a 
good condition 

A few critical load bearing elements may be in a severe 
condition. Represents a low risk to public safety.  

89–80  
Fair 
 

Bridge stock is in a 
fair condition 

Wide variability of conditions for critical load bearing 
elements, some may be in a severe condition. Some bridges 
may represent a moderate risk to public safety unless 
mitigation measures are put in place.  

79–65  
Poor 
 

Bridge stock is in a 
poor condition 

A significant number of critical load bearing elements may be 
in a severe condition. Some bridges may represent a 
significant risk to public safety unless mitigation measures are 
put in place.  

64 – 40  
Very poor 

Bridge stock is in a 
very poor condition, 
many structures may 
be in a severe 
condition 

Many critical load-bearing elements may be unserviceable or 
close to it and are in a dangerous condition. Some structures 
may represent a high risk to public safety unless mitigation 
measures are in place. 

39–0 
Critical 

Bridge stock is in a 
very poor condition. 
 

Many critical load bearing elements may be unserviceable or 
close to it and are in a dangerous condition. Some bridges 
may represent a high risk to public safety unless mitigation 
measures are put in place. 
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This graph shows the current BCI output for Bridges at the end of March 2011. 
 
 
Capacity  
A performance indicator which measures the proportion of the bridge stock which does not meet loading 
capacity requirements is monitored annually.  This has seen steady improvement over recent years and is 
shown in the graph adjacent. Adding the relative amounts of capital investment in these years shows the 
relationship between investment and levels of service: 
 

 
 
Reliability 
The reliability of a bridge is a performance indicator which takes information both from the assessed 
capacity of the bridge, and the condition of its critical elements. Using the same banding as for the Bridge 
Condition index, the Reliability Indicator for each bridge, and for the bridge stock as a whole, can be 
calculated. 
This is a relatively new indicator, and so historic data is not available.  
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This pie-chart shows that 11% of the 
bridge stock is in poor to critical 

condition. 

 
 
Creation, Acquisition, Upgrading & Disposal 
Creation/Acquisition/Upgrading: New highway structures, including bridges and walls, tend to be created by 
major developments; this might comprise public authority road schemes or private developments.  
Structures can also be acquired through transfer from other authorities and bridge owners whilst some 
structures are ‘found’, e.g. previously unrecorded existing structures.  When highway structures or their 
components come to the end of their useful life, or fail in some way, they require renewal or replacement.   
 
The intention of this work is to restore the structure or component to an ‘as new’ condition.  Some 
structures have been strengthened; this is subject to design and risk checks on the structure and its 
elements. 
 
Disposal: Any items being disposed will consider the environmental impacts associated with their disposal. 
There are certain structures which no longer have any highway status but which are currently a 
maintenance liability for the Council. Where possible, we should dispose of these to appropriate bodies. 
 
 
Deterioration 
Deterioration of highway structures is highly dependent on component materials, age, condition, exposure 
and function.  The following summarises some of the potential deterioration considerations:  

 Bridges in locations where road casualties are occurring; 

 Bridges failing to meet load carrying requirements; 

 Reducing the risk of ‘Accidental Road Vehicle Incursion onto Railways’; 

 River foundation damage (also known as ‘scour’ or ‘washout’); 

 Weak parapets and edge protection; 

 Bridges and structures where size, vehicle clearance and road alignment may present a potential 
hazard; 

 ‘Overbridges’ with ‘fragile/vulnerable’ supports; 

 Significant reinforced concrete deterioration; 

 Significant metal corrosion; 

 Long term water ingress through older structures; 

 Other serious/progressive structural deterioration. 
 
The CSS bridge inspection format has been used on the County’s bridge stock for the past 6 years, and 
longer for some bridges. This data can be analysed to identify rates of deterioration for different structure 
types and for the stock as a whole. The impact of specific events such as the floods in 2007 can also be 
taken into account. 
 
Treatment Options & Costs 
Replacement costs are provided by CIPFA (awaited) and are used to calculate the Gross Replacement 
Cost of the carriageway asset.  Previous work by the County Surveyor’s Society uses a figure of £4800 per 
sq/m.  For Gloucestershire’s structures this would give an approximate replacement cost of £315,000 per 
bridge.  Culverts work out at £60,000 each based on a rate of £3000 per sq/m – Gloucestershire records 
show an average deck area of 20 sq/m. 

4% 4% 3% 

6% 

4% 

79% 

Structure Stock Reliability 
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Very poor
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Maintenance treatments for structures can be complex and the following may be considered: 
 

Maintenance Works 
Maintenance Interval (Years) 

POOR FAIR GOOD 

I. Routine Maintenance       

   Drainage Cleaning 3 2 1 

   Bearing Shelf Cleaning 2 1 1 

II. Parapet       

    Parapet Painting 20 15 12 

    Parapet Replacement - steel 30 25 20 

    Parapet Replacement - aluminium 40 35 25 

III. Expansion Joint Replacement    

    Asphaltic plug joints 12 8 5 

    Mechanical Joints 25 20 15 

IV. Bearing Replacement    

    Standard 30 25 20 

    Aluminium 50 40 30 

V. Waterproofing 25 20 15 

VI. Steel Bridges       

     Superstructure Repainting 25 20 15 

     Substructure Repainting 25 20 15 

VII. Concrete Bridges       

     Superstructure Reinf. Concrete Repairs 15,30,45 10,20,30 7,14,20 

     Superstructure Prestressed Conc. Repairs 15,30,45 10,20,30 7,14,20 

     Substructure Concrete Repairs 15,30,45 10,20,30 7,14,20 

     Silane 20 15 12 

VII. Brickwork/Masonry Bridges       

     Pointing and repairs 30 25 20 

VIII. Resurfacing 30 25 20 

 
Repair/construction costs need to be calculated from the outturn costs of previous structural maintenance 
programmes. 
 
 
 
Demands & Risks 
 
New bridges are built in accordance with the Construction, (Design and Management) Regulations and the 
risks associated with future maintenance are intended to be minimised at the design stage, however older 
bridges were not designed with future maintenance in mind and so accessing vulnerable parts of bridges 
can be difficult.  
Some risks for structures are associated with failing or partial collapse, which could result in: 

 Loss of life or serious injury 

 Damage to adjacent property and services over or adjacent to the structure 

 Environmental damage 

 Temporary or permanent closure 

 Prolonged disruption to the travelling public 

 Disruption to supply of utility services 

 Segregation of communities resulting in both social and economic impact 

 Weight or Lane Width restrictions 
 
Investment Options 
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In terms of investment, there are two key calculations which must be carried out before looking at the 
impact of different levels of funding and investment.  The first is the standstill cost – how much funding is 
necessary to maintain the current condition of the asset; and the second is backlog cost – how much 
funding is necessary (in today’s terms) to repair all of the known defect.  For both these calculations further 
work is required to develop treatment costs and long term investment options. 
 
Future Developments 
 

 Inadequacies in structures may demand upgrading work; innovative means of strengthening will be 
considered. 

 Information about outstanding maintenance works should be collated to enable the backlog to be 
determined 

 Information should be collated with a view to establishing whole life models; these will be required for 
different levels of service. 

 There is a reasonable amount of historic inspection data available which should make it possible to 
determine deterioration rates for different bridge types and for the bridge stock as a whole. 

 Maintenance records should be transferred into an electronic format accessible through the Exor 
structures management system 
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2D - LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN – HIGHWAY LIGHTING 

 
The primary purpose of street lighting is to improve safety for highway users and to assist personal and 
commercial security. Street lighting is not universally provided throughout the county. Of the 290 Town and 
Parish Councils in the county, less than 180 have street lighting in their area. 
 
Statutory Requirements 
Although there is no statutory duty on a highway authority to provide street lighting, responsibility for the 
installation and operation of street lighting systems on the highway was passed to County Councils through 
the Local Government Act 1966. The Highways Act 1980 succeeded the Local Government Act 1966 and 
reaffirmed the powers of the County Council, as the highway authority, to install and operate street lighting 
on highways maintained at public expense. All District Council’s and most Parish Council’s are designated 
lighting authorities under the Public Health Act 1875 or the Parish Councils Act 1957, and have powers to 
install and operate ‘footway lighting’ systems on the public highway, subject to approval by the highway 
authority.  
 
In 1992, the County Council offered all lighting authorities the opportunity to transfer ownership to the 
County Council of all ‘footway lighting’ systems located on the highway. All local councils in the area 
accepted this offer. This action did not reduce the powers of participating councils, many of which continue 
to fund the installation of lighting systems on the highway on the condition that, when commissioned, 
ownership of the system is vested with the County Council.  
 
Although the County Council does not have a duty to provide lighting, it has a duty of care to maintain its 
lighting stock in a safe condition and to ensure that the equipment is fit for purpose. Additionally, a highway 
authority has a duty to ensure the safety of the highway, which could, arguably, include the provision of 
lighting where there is a demonstrable nighttime accident problem. 
 
The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989, Statutory Instrument 1989/635 states that: - ‘As may be 
necessary to prevent danger, all systems shall be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasonably 
practicable, such danger.’ This requirement is, in part, satisfied by periodic inspection and testing in 
accordance with Chapter 73 of BS 7671: Requirements for Electrical Installations. 
 
Guidance on good maintenance practices is covered by Well-lit Highways, published in November 2004 by 
the UK Lighting Board together with Complementary Guidance updated in May 2009 and whose constituent 
partners include the Department of Transport, the County Surveyors Society, the Highways Agency, 
Transport for London the Institution of Lighting Professionals (ILP) and transportation representatives from 
the Welsh, Scottish and Northern Ireland National Assemblies. This Highway Maintenance Handbook 
refers to this document. 
 
Objectives and Strategies 

Street Lighting is provided to aid road safety, to reduce crime and the fear of crime and support the night 

time economy by maintaining lit roads and other highway areas and to maintain the structure and economic 

value of the asset. 

 

Given current revenue funding pressures within the authority, the rising cost of electricity and the aims of 

the county to reduce its carbon footprint, the street lighting team have been developing a new strategy 

focused on the use of new technologies as well as part-night lighting and dimming projects.   

 

The key objective of the new strategy is a change from replacing aged columns to one focused on reducing 

energy usage.  The county has already converted over 90% of rural parishes to part-night lighting which 

has saved 11% on energy usage.  The guidance the street lighting team has developed for implementing 

part-night lighting and dimming projects has been picked up nationally as best practice and been used by 

DfT as an example of how other authorities should be progressing energy reduction. 

 

To further that successful work, the team have developed the following strategy for the use of capital 

funding. 
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Future Capital spending strategy 

Capital funding is currently targeted at replacing the oldest columns in our inventory in order to reduce the 

risk of column collapse and the associated hazards to the public.  An alternative strategy moving forward 

would be to target the funding on area wide reviews which would include: 

 Reviewing the lights in an areas to see if any lighting assets could be removed; a set of standards 

would need to be developed that took into account both road safety and crime prevention/safer 

community issues.  This review would also probably be accompanied by a community consultation. 

 Removing any columns over 40 years of age to reduce risk, or replacing with new if the light is still 

required. 

 Replacing all of the lighting units with LED units  

 Connecting all of the new LED units to a central management system so that dimming and part 

night lighting could be controlled and the entire area put on metered rates. 

 Creating a ‘lighting plan’ for the new LED lights including how much they should be dimmed, how 

long and which ones could be part-night lighting.   

 

This new strategy would result in significant energy savings, upwards of 40% to 50%, in the areas 

converted to LED and result in the removal of some asset with the associated long term reduction in 

maintenance costs. 

 

However, as a result of this strategy it would also be necessary to put in place a non-destructive testing 

programme to identify those columns over 40 years of age that are at the highest risk of failure, as the 

county would still need to demonstrate some control over the liability and risk associated with column 

collapse.  Approximate cost of this testing programme would be £120k revenue per year and would also 

require that some of the capital spend be dedicated to the cost of removing or replacing these dangerous 

columns. 

 

Depending on the size of the capital funding this would result in two or three large LED/CMS schemes per 

year delivered by a small capital team probably consisting of an engineer to do the design work and 

oversee the project delivery, a technical support post to handle the scheme consultation with the parish and 

local residents, and possibly further technician support depending on the size, complexity and number of 

schemes being delivered each year. 

 

Outcomes 

Small areas of the county would begin to be converted into LED/CMS systems reducing the energy usage 

in these areas by up to 50% with subsequent carbon reduction.  The size of the areas to be targeted will 

greatly depend on the availability of funding.  But essentially the schemes would be tailored to fit with the 

funding allocation.  In addition, the team would continue to bid for SALIX load funding to top up or advance 

the size of the LED lighting schemes.  It is possible that the CMS system (probably the single largest 

portion of initial investment) could be purchased through a SALIX bid or some other carbon reduction 

funding bid.  This would provide a platform for all future LED/CMS schemes. 

 

The objectives outlined in Well-lit Highways are similar to those of Gloucestershire County Council and is 

the basis on which our current strategies and standards have been developed. 

 

 

 

 

Service Delivery 
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A single term contract is used to procure street lighting maintenance services and installation renewals for 
the whole of the Council’s street lighting installations, including those located in Gloucester and 
Cheltenham. 
 
Management of the the term contract with Southern Electric Contracting (Street Lighting Services) is a 
function of Gloucestershire County Council’s Street Lighting section.  
 
The majority of electrical services to the Council’s street lights are provided and owned by the three 
Electricity Distribution Companies (DNO’s) operating in the County. The largest is Central Networks plc. 
Service Level Agreements have been negotiated with the Distributors for responses to service cable faults 
and installation or transfer of service cables. Intervention by OFGEM now requires DNO’s to co-operate in a 
scheme to open up competition for the provision of electrical connections from Independent Connection 
Providers (ICP’s), an activity that has been a monopoly for DNO’s and where Highway Authorities have 
universally experienced unsatisfactory service performances. 
 
Energy is procured for the Council’s street lighting installations through a framework contract administered 
by the Office of Government Commerce (OGC) with EDF (an electricity supplier). 
 
Management of the Asset 

 

Inspections 

Visual inspections are carried out by qualified electrical operatives of lighting support structures at the time 

of annual cyclical maintenance visits using the inspection methodology set out in The Road Lighting 

maintenance Code of Good Practice (1999). It is intended to upgrade these inspections to align with the 

inspection methodology detailed in the ILP’s Technical Report Number 22 “Managing a vital asset: Lighting 

Supports” 3rd Edition, 2007 and will be a requirement of the new street lighting term contract to have effect 

from 2010.  

 

Service Test Inspections are performed by electricians who carry out electrical integrity tests as required by 

the Electricity at Work Regulations on a 6 yearly rotation basis. 

 

Night-time inspections are carried out from a moving vehicle on a monthly basis, covering all strategic 

roads (A, B and some C roads), which have street lighting and lit signage. These inspections are designed 

to record ‘outages’ for lamp replacement or other treatment by the contractor.  Non-specialist employees 

under County Council employment conditions carry out these inspections runs.  The service is reliant on 

members of the public reporting lighting faults on the non-strategic network (Unclassified roads and some C 

roads).   

 
Routine Maintenance 
Reports of faults originate from three sources – the public, council night-time inspections or the 
maintenance contractor. Contacts from the public account for 50% of all reported faults and are received 
via the Corporate Call Centre and recorded on the Public Enquiry Management system (PEMs). 
Emergency reports received outside of normal working hours are processed through the Atkins call center. 
Other options for public contact are the Council’s website and email address.  
 
A further 35% of the faults are discovered from the nighttime scouting runs with the other 5% originating 
from the contractor during daytime work. 
 
A database of the asset, scouting runs, fault repairs and service inspections is kept to provide a complete 
maintenance history. This inventory database is also used to record and process payments against work 
orders and to provide monthly updated reports to our energy supplier to facilitate self billing. The database 
is also used to monitor the Contractor’s performance. 
 
The database provides information to assist in the bid for capital scheme funding from the 2006-2011 Local 
Transport Plan. Currently, approximately £1 million is available annually for column replacements. 
However, this is sufficient only to keep pace with the normal annual replacement requirement based on a 
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40 year life expectancy but does not address the backlog of renewals which is estimated to be £23million. 
The full programme is available from the street lighting section.  
 
The maintenance contract requires the contactor to attend and resolve faults within set time scales – these 
range from 2 hours to 10 working days dependent upon the type and location of the fault. Service Level 
Agreements are in place with the DNO’s for the work they undertake including time to attend service faults, 
preparation of quotations, and the provision of new and transferred services. 
 
Cyclic Maintenance 
Cyclic maintenance includes the cleaning of lanterns, regular bulk replacement of lamps, condition 
inspection of columns, brackets and lanterns, painting of steel columns and brackets and electrical testing. 
All installations are inspected annually with painting in general undertaken at least every ten years. 
Electrical testing is undertaken at least every six years in accordance with BS 7671 Requirements for 
Electrical Installations and these inspections are augmented by intermediate visual inspections. 
 
Since 1998 only steel columns have been used and these are subject to a rigorous specification including a 
multi-layer paint system to minimise corrosion. Ultra-sonic tests are undertaken to ensure the structural 
integrity and safety of columns. 
 
Damaged Columns from Road Traffic Accidents 
Streetlights damaged as a result of road traffic accidents (RTAs) are replaced as soon as possible, 
normally within 10 working days. However, reconnection to the electrical service can take longer. Wherever 
possible, costs are recouped from those found responsible for the RTA. 

 

Life Cycle Planning 
The background to lifecycle plans is described at the start of Appendix 2 and in Chapter 7.  The purpose of 
highway lighting maintenance is to provide a safe and efficient system of highway lighting (including 
illuminated signing) that ensures the continued safety of all road users.  It also supports requirements for 
the reduction of crime, reduction of night-time road traffic accidents and to promote a feeling of comfort and 
security in the community.  Illuminated signs and bollards are placed on the highway to direct, instruct and 
advise highway users. They have an important role in road safety and are often part of accident safety 
improvement initiatives. 
 
Inventory 

Highway lighting includes the provision and maintenance of the following: 

 Lighting columns 

 Wall mounted lighting points 

 Associated luminaries 

 Illuminated signs 

 Illuminated bollards 

 Cabling 

 Energy 

 Bulk Change and Clean 

 Electrical Testing 

 Structural Testing 
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The accuracy of the data is considered to be greater than 95% correct; the following table summarises the 
inventory and age of assets. 
 

 Age < 4m 5m 6m 8m 10m 12m > 12m 

MILD STEEL 
(Tubular and sheet) 

0-20 21 7170 5032 1308 2136 322 25 

21-30 15 5330 1549 766 1527 270 2 

31-40 13 5331 901 965 1831 96 5 

Over 40 9 4163 841 1074 803 11 1 

Total 58 21994 8323 4113 6297 699 33 

STAINLESS 0-20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

21-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

31-40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Over 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CONCRETE 0-20 0 90 3 0 0 0 0 

21-30 0 204 10 0 1 0 0 

31-40 0 1817 45 13 5 0 0 

Over 40 5 6199 482 38 7 0 0 

Total 5 8310 540 51 13 0 0 

ALUMINIUM 
(Tubular and 
fabricated) 

0-20 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 

21-30 8 674 4 1 0 0 0 

31-40 4 373 0 0 0 0 0 

Over 40 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 12 1088 4 1 0 0 0 

CAST IRON 0-20 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 

21-30 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 

31-40 0 12 1 0 0 0 0 

Over 40 26 97 5 1 0 0 0 

Total 27 127 6 1 0 0 0 

WOOD 
(Inc. pole mounted 
or electricity/ 
telecom pole) 

0-20 1 845 119 1 0 0 0 

21-30 0 321 95 40 1 0 0 

31-40 0 301 37 10 0 0 0 

Over 40 4 3366 197 67 0 0 0 

Total 5 4833 448 118 1 0 0 

COMPOSITE 
(Incl. fibre glass 
and GRP) 

0-20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

21-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

31-40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Over 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

OTHER 
(Inc. structure 
mounted, e.g. wall 
brackets) 

0-20 104 111 57 21 53 0 0 

21-30 5 88 43 22 36 4 0 

31-40 62 217 77 61 73 0 0 

Over 40 5 348 29 5 11 0 0 

Total 176 764 206 109 173 4 0 
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Signs are present in a wide range of shapes, sizes and materials; they are described in the Traffic Signs 
Regulations and General Directions 2002.   Destination and direction signs are placed in accordance with 
National and County signing strategies and may vary considerably in size and type.  The table below 
summarises the illuminated signs and bollards asset: 
 

Type Quantity 

Illuminated Bollards 2726 

Illuminated Signs 4324 

 
Current Condition & Performance 
 
The overall condition and age of the existing lighting, illuminated traffic sign and bollard stock throughout 
the County is causing concern.  Problems are being experienced with particular types of equipment and 
severely deteriorating stock needing urgent replacement. 
 
The basic minimum service level is delivered through the Term Lighting Maintenance Contract, Roads 
Liaison Group Well Lit Highways Code of Practice for Highway Lighting Management, Highway Lighting 
Policy / good practice documents and Specification and EN 13201 (BS548).  Pro-active maintenance is 
undertaken in accordance with the Term Lighting Maintenance Contract as follows: - 

 Bulk Lamp Change Every Three Years 

 Planned Inspections  

 Reactive Maintenance 

 Structural Testing in accordance with ILPTechnical Report 22 

 Replacement of Asset Programme (The basis of this programme is on replacing those units that 
have been identified as presenting the greatest risk of structural failure). 

 
Electrical, visual, structural and non-destructive structural testing are carried out routinely and defects 
recorded. Associated with this is the need to have suitably skilled and qualified operatives/inspectors 
working on the network. Inspections are undertaken annually and risk assessments are undertaken and 
these are used to prioritise any works required.  Night-time scouting is undertaken to record and 
subsequently act on outages.  Reports form the public are also received on outages/damage and acted on 
accordingly.  
 
The condition of street lighting, illuminated bollards and signs is generally associated with the age of the 
asset.  The inventory tables above show that there is a high proportion of street lighting columns over 30 
years old but that the proportion of other illuminated equipment is in relatively good condition.  
 
The Highway Network managed has a variety of uses and there are a number of issues surrounding the 
provision of highway lighting such as road safety, crime and fear of crime.  Although these issues are very 
common and accepted within conurbations there are rural communities that have campaigned to ensure 
that there village remains intrinsically dark and are opposed to any lighting proposals (reduction illumination 
intensity or turn off to save energy costs) in their vicinity.  
 
Energy costs are also a major concern. During 2008, the energy costs rose substantially; these monies 
were abstracted from the Lighting maintenance budget which left less monies for maintenance functions.  
In considering illuminated signs and bollards, the need to replace old or damaged units with new 
comparable units is questioned; wherever possible, non-illuminated units are considered instead of the 
illuminated unit for both replacement and energy cost savings. 
 
The Highway Lighting team advise developers on design and installation procedures for lighting units 
installed on their development who install additional lighting units; there is an annual increase in stock 
resulting from highway adoption of these sites.  
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Gloucestershire are part of the South West Group Local Authority Street Lighting Group which has 
developed a set of indicators; these are shown, along with the 2008-09 results, below: 
 

   Unitary Authorities County Councils 

SWPI Service Unit S.
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SL1 
% of Street Lights Not Working 
As Planned 

% 0.43 0.40 0.53 0.40 0.81 0.07 0.71 0.39 0.58 

SL1a 
Ave. No. Days Taken to Repair a 
Street Lighting Fault: Non DNO 

Days 2.81 5.02 2.08 3.07 4.40 3.33 4.54 4.53 6.06 

SL1b 
Ave. No. Days Taken to Repair a 
Street Lighting Fault: DNO 

Days 123.7 3.52 15.19 7.52 10.11 6.48 11.14 12.75 15.56 

SL2 
Ave. No. of Failures Per Lamp 
Per Annum 

No. 0.2  0.15 0 0.22 0.09  0.19  

SL3 
 

% Failures Due to LA Equipment    % 99.45  93.00 94.85 96.20 93.13  88.45 87.83 

SL4 
 

% Failures Due to REC Suply % 0.55  7.00 5.15 3.80 6.87  11.55 12.17 

SL5a 
% Failures Repaired within CSS 
Code of Practice Timescales 

2hr%      64  100 99 

SL5b 1day% 94.71     100    

SL5c 5day% 96.14  99.00 95.55 98.66 96.00  99.5 94.5 

SL10 
Total Ave. Cost of Maintaining a 
Streetlight 

£ 78.34 69.90 64.02 71.99 54.18 74.55  64.34 40.28 

SL11 
 

Ave. Cost of Energy per KWh P 7.110  8.800 6.900 0.125 11.91  12.00 6.135 

SL12 
Total Revenue Expenditure (inc. 
o/h) 

£m   1.175 1.10 0.641 0.43  3.77 3.58 

SL13 
Total Capital (Renewal) 
Expenditure (inc. o/h) 

£   275k 160k 310k 50k  999k 727k 

SL14 
Total Street Lighting Service 
Mgmt Fees (inc. o/h) 

£   69k  110k   287k 221k 

SL15 
 

Total Estimated Backlog £m   11.10 4.30 7.30 4.73  24.20 11.46 

SL16 
 

% Backlog to Total Stock %  25 55 14 26 25 32 44 21 

SL20 
 

Ave. Lamp Circuit Watts Watts 94.42  121.3 121.0 90.3 108.6  90.23 97.96 

SL21 
% Energy from Renewable 
Resources 

% 100 10 100 0 100 100 0 90 100 

SL22 
 

Ave. Lamp Circuit Watts (<7m) Watts 63.48  83.11 89.85 65.10 83.98  68.52 69.56 

SL23 
 

Ave. Lamp Circuit Watts (>7m) Watts 155.6  246.3 208.7 154.1 204.9  174.5 154.3 

SL24 
 

Ave. Consumption Per Unit KWh 109.5  496.1 496.9 380.0   370.3 410.6 

SL30 
% Street Lighting Supports 
Replaced Per Annum 

% 3.73  1.50 3.73 1.10 1.50  2.56 2.15 

SL31 
% Street Lighting Supports > 25 
yrs old 

% 49.88  63.12 28.90 31.10 25.67  61.36 24.47 

SL32 
% Street Lighting Luminaires > 
10 yrs old 

% 89.37  66.90 32.37 78.60   81.21 57.00 
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Setting out the investment history for an asset enables users to better understand the deterioration or 
improvement of an asset, and the relationship with levels of service. 
 
Historical Capital Expenditure  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Historical Revenue Expenditure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Creation, Acquisition, Upgrading & Disposal 
 
Creation/Acquisition/Upgrading: The provision of street lighting is not a statutory requirement although 
street lighting can be installed on the public highway under the Highways Act 1966.  Although there is no 
statutory duty to provide street lights, there is a duty of care to maintain existing lighting stock in a safe 
condition and that it is fit for purpose; there is also the duty to ensure the safety of the highway.  All lighting 
columns currently at the end of their useful life are replaced and modernised in accordance with Term 
Lighting Maintenance Contract and the “Well Lit Highways Code of Practice for Highway Lighting 
Management”.  Assets are created or updated through the adoption of roads, new schemes or the 
replacement of stock beyond its useful life.  
Disposal: It is specified within the Term Lighting Maintenance Contract that redundant equipment must be 
disposed of taking into account current standards and legislation e.g. asbestos, PCBs/electrical equipment, 
concrete columns or steelwork. 
 
Deterioration 
 
Highway Lighting units deteriorate generally through: - 

 Age 

 Corrosion/rusting 

 Metal fatigue/cracking 

 Vandalism  

 Canine urine 

 Vehicular strikes 
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 Ground conditions 

 Gritting/Salting of the highway 

 Grass cutting 

 Specific design problems 
 
Lighting bulbs deteriorate with age with the intensity of illumination reducing but the energy demand 
increasing. 
 
Treatment Options & Costs 
 
It is necessary to consider standards/performance required; a simple approach is adopted and summarised 
as: 

Poor Fair Good Excellent 

>30years 21 to 30years 10 to 20 years <10 years 

 
Based on the above, the existing performance is summarised as: 

Poor Fair Good Excellent 

33.33% 11.11% 11.11% 44.44% 

These include: 

 Do minimum – Make safe with a short term solution 
The existing maintenance methodology is approaching this. Approximately 1000 units are replaced each 
year. To maintain the status quo (which would aim for a fair standard as a minimum for the vast majority 
of assets, approximately 1,900 units require to be replaced each year; replacements below this will 
increase the percentage of the critical stock. The consequences of this will be that reactive maintenance 
will continually increase and the risk of failure with impact on the performance and possibly injury to the 
public together with the potential costs for compensation claims impacting on the budget. 

 Medium term – Make safe with a long term solution 
A plan should be in place to start to deal with critical assets and maintain exiting assets in a fair 
condition. 

 Long life treatment – as above and include any enhancement items.  
 
 
Demands & Risks 
Risks possible include; 

 Full or partial structural failure.  

 Electrical fault  

 RTC, vandalism damage or corrosion creating unsafe sharp edges. 

 Expiry of bulbs 

 Availability of skilled operatives to maintain the asset. 

 Damage to the asset caused by fixing appendages. 

 Difficult maintenance whilst maintaining some assets e.g. concrete lampposts. 
 
An important risk now is the cost of energy. This has substantially increased over the last 12months; 
monies for energy are from the same budget which has resulted in reduced monies to maintain the asset. 
 
 
Investment Options 
In terms of investment, there are two key calculations which can be carried out before looking at different 
investment scenarios.  The first is the standstill cost – how much funding is necessary to maintain the 
current condition of the asset; and the second is backlog cost – how much funding is necessary (in today’s 
terms) to repair all of the known defect.  For both these calculations further work is required to develop 
treatment costs and long term investment options. 
 
 
Backlog 
A backlog assessment has been undertaken – a model was modified to clear all backlogs (assets greater 
than 30 years old) in a single year. This gave: 
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 Number of Units to be replaced:   469 

 Cost to undertake:    £232,513 
 
Investment Options/Scenarios 
A model has been developed in Microsoft Excel to consider the whole life assessment of lighting points; 
this outlines the cash flows for different replacement frequencies.  Simple rules are used in the model are: 

 All assets should all be brought to minimum standard within five years.  

 It has been assumed that assets greater than 30 years old will be replaced in the first year period – 
this has been adopted as the costs are comparatively low. 

 Ideally the models should be rum so as to satisfy the criteria as previously outlined; this is considered 
as being onerous and the models have considered a modified standard of:     

 
 
 
 

 

 The models are run for 20 year periods. 

 Ideally there should be assessments for the life and assets should not be allowed to fall into a critical 
condition. 

 
Model Cost Outputs for Good, Fair and Poor Standards 

  
Good Fair Poor 

  
Renewal frequency Renewal frequency Renewal frequency 

 
Yrs 25 30 35 

20yr spend £ 42,617,549 39,288,452 35,959,354 

10yr spend £ 35,959,354 32,630,256 28,313,179 

5yr spend £ 32,630,256 28,313,179 23,996,103 

2009 1 5,467,118 5,467,118 4,603,703 

2010 2 10,477,536 6,160,460 5,297,045 

2011 3 6,160,460 6,160,460 5,297,045 

2012 4 4,773,776 4,773,776 3,910,361 

2013 5 5,751,366 5,751,366 4,887,951 

2014 6 665,820 863,415 863,415 

2015 7 665,820 863,415 863,415 

2016 8 665,820 863,415 863,415 

2017 9 665,820 863,415 863,415 

2018 10 665,820 863,415 863,415 

2019 11 665,820 665,820 863,415 

2020 12 665,820 665,820 863,415 

2021 13 665,820 665,820 863,415 

2022 14 665,820 665,820 863,415 

2023 15 665,820 665,820 863,415 

2024 16 665,820 665,820 665,820 

2025 17 665,820 665,820 665,820 

2026 18 665,820 665,820 665,820 

2027 19 665,820 665,820 665,820 

 
Future Developments 
 
These include: 

 Remote monitoring,  

 Use of equipment for Telecommunication installation  

 Utilisation of LED’s – the Council has recently acquired 10 units for installation as a trial. 

 Part-night Operation (e.g. operation timing from dusk to 12:00 pm and 05:30 to dawn) 

 Dimming (reduction in energy consumption by dimming the lighting after peak traffic periods – this 
has recently commenced in some locations and will be monitored for possible extension elsewhere 
in the County) 

 Removal (I.e. in intrinsically dark villages where appropriate)  

Poor Fair Good 

>35year
s 

30year
s 

<25 
years 
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2E – LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN – STREET FURNITURE 

 
Introduction 
 
The background to lifecycle plans is described at the start of Appendix 2 and in Chapter 7.  Street furniture 
assets include those items on the highway which may be in place for a safety, information or amenity 
purpose.  This includes non-illuminated signs, bollards, fencing, barriers, bus shelters and trees. 
 
Inventory 
 
GCC holds inventory on the following street furniture assets: 
 

 Quantity Notes 

NON-ILLUMINATED TRAFFIC SIGNS 50714 no. Regulatory, direction, information etc. 

NON-ILLUMINATED BOLLARDS 9474 no.  

SAFETY FENCES Being calculated  

PEDESTRIAN BARRIERS 35709 m  

BUS SHELTERS 777 no. Only those in public ownership 

BUS STOPS 6424  

TREES 29983 no.  

 
Pedestrian guardrails can be subject to numerous demands; extensively they are safety orientated to 
facilitate the safe and effective movement of vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  They are often installed (and 
requested) in high risk locations so as to provide protection to school children and others from traffic.  The 
maintenance of these assets is largely reactive, with replacement when inspection shows that the assets 
are at the end of their useful life or following damage. 
 
Bus shelters included here are those which are in public ownership.  Public transport is promoted by the 
Council and means to encourage it are welcomed. Good facilities, including shelters, support public 
transport.  There are some ‘Adshel’ shelters in the County; these include for advertisements and are 
provided ‘free of charge and maintenance’ by the advertising organisation. Arrangements for these are 
normally dealt with by the relevant District Council (rather than the County Council). 
 
The authority has a responsibility for trees on the highway, or those on adjacent land within falling distance 
of the highway.  Highway trees are recorded on plans of areas of tree planting and this includes information 
on individual trees. Condition data is held for all trees inspected with specific reference to trees where 
problems occur. 
 
Current Condition & Performance 
 
Condition information is held about many of these assets which are located on the classified road network.  
This information is shown below.  Condition of the assets on the unclassified road network is less complete 
and is estimated based on a 100km sample of data.  However, street furniture is included in regular safety 
inspections as part of the footway safety inspections. 
 
Table of street furniture asset condition – being calculated 
 
 “Well Maintained Highways Code of Practice”; “Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2004”; 
the Highways Act 1980, and the Road traffic Regulations Act 1984 form the basis for design and 
maintenance. 
 
Signs and bollards are maintained in two ways – through reactive and planned maintenance.  Annual 
maintenance programmes are prioritised for sign cleaning, replacement of direction signs, finger arm 
painting and refurbishment and marker post and bollard replacement.  When a sign has been identified for 
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replacement, it is assessed as to whether it needs to be replaced or whether improvements or 
consolidation can be carried out. 
 
Pedestrian guardrail and other fencing are periodically inspected as part of footway safety inspections.  Any 
damaged guardrail is made good and recharged wherever possible.  Owing to the locations of many of 
these assets, they may be prone to accident damage; in these locations there may be a need to consider 
other means of protection pedestrians from vehicles although it is acknowledged that the aesthetic impact 
of more robust alternatives may cause complaints. 
 
Bus shelters are located after consultation with users and bus operators.  There is no overall condition 
assessment of bus shelters. 
 
Highway trees are inspected in accordance with the Tree Inspection Policy.  This includes expert inspection 
and assessment of condition of highway trees.  Those in the busy town and city centres of Cheltenham and 
Gloucester are inspected at 18 month intervals and reveal a mature tree base which requires extensive 
work.  Trees elsewhere on the network are inspected on a 5 year frequency although particular attention is 
given to bus routes. 
 

Setting out the investment history for an asset 
enables users to better understand the 
deterioration or improvement of an asset, and the 
relationship with levels of service. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Creation, Acquisition, Upgrading & Disposal 
Creation/Acquisition/Upgrading: Street furniture assets are created or updated through the adoption of 
roads, new schemes or the replacement of stock beyond its useful life.  They may also be installed in 
response to public, parish council or councillor requests. Changes to bus routes necessitate a review of bus 
stops and shelters.  New developments will also cause consideration for new stops and shelters. 
Disposal: Street furniture is removed when it becomes obsolete; where possible it is re-used in another 
location.  Trees are removed when damaged or diseased and there is a high risk of branches falling onto 
the highway. 
 
Deterioration 
 
Street furniture items deteriorate generally through: - 

 Age 

 Corrosion/rusting 

 Metal fatigue/cracking 

 Vandalism  

 Canine urine 

 Vehicular strikes 

 Ground conditions 

 Gritting/Salting of the highway 

 Grass cutting 

 Specific design problems 
 
Until trees become very old, they do not deteriorate. Inspections will be of use in beginning the assessment 
of a trees structural ability. 
 
 
Treatment Options & Costs 
 
Typical maintenance options are summarised as: 

 Do minimum – No replacement 

 Medium term – Clean and refurbish to ensure continued effectiveness 

 Long life treatment – Replacement as indicated in a lifecycle plan 
 
Demands & Risks 

Ave. Annual Revenue Expenditure (in £000’s) 

Safety Fencing 30 

Pedestrian guardrail 50 

Signs 340 

Markers/bollards 50 

Trees 900 
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The major risk with non-illuminated signs and bollards is that of equipment failure (which could be a 
collapse and/or reflectivity/paintwork failure) leading to a road traffic accident. This could lead to a financial 
implication for compensation claims.   Other typical risks for street furniture include: 

 Full or partial structural failure.  

 Failure to function and direct/control traffic 

 RTC, vandalism damage or corrosion creating unsafe sharp edges 
For trees, the risks include: 

 Tree pruning not undertaken/sufficiently 

 Tree fall downs/lightning strike/storm damage 
 
These risks can be mitigated by regular safety inspections and condition assessments; these would initiate 
repairs being carried out to bring the signs up to a satisfactory standard.  
 
Investment Options 
 
In terms of investment, there are two key calculations which can be carried out before looking at different 
investment scenarios.  The first is the standstill cost – how much funding is necessary to maintain the 
current condition of the asset; and the second is backlog cost – how much funding is necessary (in today’s 
terms) to repair all of the known defect.  For both these calculations further work is required to develop 
knowledge of inventory and condition, as well as treatment costs and long term investment options. 
 
Future Developments 
 
Some future consideration may be given to: 

 The use of passive safe sign posts where necessary. 

 Recycling options. 

 The use of ‘ADSHEL’ style shelters should be under continual review. 

 Under section 96 of the Highways Act 1980, consent can be given to plant trees on the highway.  The 
Area Offices consider applications from individuals for planting trees and shrubs on the highway. 
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2F – LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN – TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

 
Description of Service 
The primary purpose of traffic signals is to provide safe 
passage for vehicular and non-vehicular traffic through 
complex road interchanges. Signals are also used to provide 
safe passage for non-vehicular traffic across roads. 
Gloucestershire County Council currently maintains 384 
signal-controlled installations as shown in Table 6.1. 
Gloucestershire's traffic signals team provide this service 
through a regime of inspections and maintenance and also 
provides guidance and/or a design service for new signals. 
This provision of this service is by either the in-house traffic 
signals team or by contracts. 
 
Statutory Requirements 
Gloucestershire County Council has powers to introduce traffic signal control under the Traffic Signs 
Regulations and General Directions 2002 and the Zebra and the Pelican and Puffin Pedestrian Crossing 
Regulations and General Directions 1997. The maintenance of signals falls under the statutory duty of care 
imposed by the Highways Act 1980, the Institution of Electrical Engineers Wiring Regulations 17th Edition 
as amended, and the Electricity at  

Work Regulations 1989 (SI 1989/635) as amended, which apply to signals installation and maintenance. In 
addition, it is a statutory requirement that the Secretary of State approves all signal control equipment used 
on the highway. The Highways Agency acts through delegated powers to grant all such approvals. There 
are also other statutory documents that relate to the installation of signal control equipment rather than the 
maintenance of the equipment. 

 
Objectives and Strategies 
The purpose of traffic signal maintenance is to ensure that signal installations continue to provide safe 
passage for road users at junctions and safe crossing points for pedestrians and other vulnerable road 
users. The objective is to maintain traffic signal equipment to a standard that minimises the number of 
equipment failures thus avoiding delays and safety risks to road users, maximising the benefits available 
through signal control.  

In respect of traffic signal maintenance the County Council complies with the relevant codes of practice 
and technical memoranda as incorporated into the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, particularly 
TD 24/86 and TA 84/01 and the Code of Practice. This can be summarised as follows:  

 Emergency call outs  

 Safety inspections  

 Service inspections  

 Routine maintenance  

 Cyclic maintenance  

 Fault management  

 Urban traffic control (UTC) and remote monitoring systems management   

 Non Routine maintenance  

Operational issues and best practice data are co-ordinated and exchanged nationally through the CSS 
(formerly the County Surveyors' Society) Traffic Control User Group and the South West regional group. 

 
Non Routine maintenance 
Operational issues and best practice data are co-ordinated and exchanged nationally through the CSS 
(formerly the County Surveyors’ Society) Traffic Control User Group and the South West regional group. 
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Service Delivery 
The day-to-day management of traffic signals and crossings is delivered via a Traffic Signal Maintenance 
Term Contract managed by the Traffic Systems Manager and a Signals Technicians. The Contract also 
covers annual and interim bulk lamp changes and annual and interim inspections. The Contract was 
awarded under competitive tender to a specialist maintenance company (Telent Ltd.) for a minimum 
period of 4 years from 1st April 2007.  

Gloucestershire County Council is responsible for all traffic signals within the county except those on the 
motorway and trunk road network these installations come under the stewardship of the Highways 
Agency.  

During office hours, Gloucestershire County Council operates a fault management centre based at Shire 
Hall for the reporting of faults to the maintenance contractor; this facility is also used by Agent authorities 
for reporting faults on equipment for which they have responsibility.  

Outside normal office hours, faults are reported to the Traffic Systems Manager or other nominated officers 
via mobile or home telephone numbers. Most calls are made via the Gloucestershire Highways Contact 
Centre although some do come via Gloucestershire Constabulary, Divisional offices, Gloucester City 
Council and Cheltenham Borough Council. 

 

Description of the Asset 

The table below shows the breakdown of the current traffic signals asset.  

 
Maintaining 
Authority 

Trunk 
Road 
Signal 
Controlled 
Junctions 

Trunk 
Road 
Signal 
Controlled 
Pedestrian 
Crossings 

County 
Road 
Signal 
Controlled 
Junctions 

County 
Road Signal 
Controlled 
Pedestrian 
Crossings 

Total 
Installations 

Gloucestershire 
County Council 

13 9 108 84 214 

Gloucester City 
Council 

0 0 21 26 47 

Cheltenham 
Borough Council 

0 0 8 44 52 

Highways Agency 14 7 0 0 21 

Total 27 16 137 154 334 

 

 

There are also 67 Urban Traffic Control Outstation Control Units, 96 Remote Monitoring Outstation 
Monitoring Units and 21 Isolated Control Units (MOVA) all of which are managed by Gloucestershire 
County Council.  
 
Inspections 
Safety inspections are carried out as part of the traffic maintenance term contractor's duties. Interim 
inspections are undertaken every six months and provide a visual inspection primarily for safety and also to 
check the proper functioning of the installation. Annual inspections are more detailed, additionally covering 
an electrical safety check and structural condition check and report. New installations are inspected within 6 
months of commissioning.  
Ad-hoc inspections are carried out in response to fault reports from the public and the police. The use of 
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a single contact point for all highway faults, including traffic signals, is under consideration as a best 
value review challenge. In addition a system is being put in place (target autumn 2003) to include traffic 
signals within the scouting runs for street lighting faults.  
 
All information about the inspected signal installations is recorded on a works approved form. All 
inspections conform to TD24/86 and the works approval form lists all items inspected, and are carried out 
by qualified signal engineers.  
 
Gloucestershire County Council has developed a rolling programme of operational assessments for all 
signal-controlled intersections. The assessment programme commenced in 2003/04 with a 5-year 
programme. Thereafter each installation will be assessed at 6 yearly intervals. 
 
Service Inspections 
Gloucestershire County Council as part of its adoption of the Code of Practice is carrying out all service 
inspections as listed. Electrical tests are carried out on commissioning of any installation and annually 
thereafter. All service inspections conform to the Code of Practice for Traffic Control and Information 
Systems. 
 
Emergency Call Outs 
All signal controlled intersections, pedestrian and cycle installations are subject to the same levels of 
service under the Term Contract. A hierarchy is therefore not necessary, but where multiple urgent faults 
occur they are prioritised by the Assistant Area Traffic Manager (Signals and UTC) and based on the 
nature and safety implications of the fault.  
 
Standards 
Gloucestershire County Council complies with the requirements set out in the code of practice for 
maintenance management and the code of practice for traffic control and information systems and technical 
design standard TD 24/86.  
Some exceptions were identified in the best value review under actions and challenges including 
enhancement of the fault management system (FMS) and provision of a single point of contact for faults. 
These are being addressed.  
An operational assessment of each installation is being introduced on a rolling 6-year programme.  
The Term Maintenance Contract requires the contractor to respond to reported faults as set out below in 
relation to the contract hours of 05:00 to 21:00, 365 days per year:   
Urgent faults – attendance within 2 contract hours; temporary repair (i.e. signal operating safely) within 6 
contract hours and full repair within 12 contract hours.  
Non-urgent faults - attendance within 6 contract hours and full repair within 18 contract hours. 
 
Routine Maintenance 
All safety related faults and defects in operation are treated as Category 1 
 
Cyclic Maintenance 
The County Council complies with the advice given in technical advice note 24/97 for bulk lamp changing 
and the Term Maintenance Contractor carries out this work.  
 
Fault Management 

The traffic team at Shire Hall maintains Gloucestershire County Council's Fault Management System 

(FMS). The FMS contains a history of each installation, including an inspection history, a fault history, 

accident records and equipment performance.  

Response to urgent faults and down time per site compares well with averages for other authorities but 

the response to non-urgent faults and single lamp outages are comparatively low. The new contract 

arrangements address this issue.   
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Reaction to Faults at Major Junctions  

For critical and/or complex junctions with high traffic flows, where failure of the installation would create 

considerable safety hazards or traffic delays, emergency plans have been drawn up to restore an 

acceptable level of safety and maintain flow of traffic until full repairs are completed. 

 
 
Life Cycle Planning 
The background to lifecycle plans is described at the start of Appendix 2 and in Chapter 7.  
  
Traffic control system installations are sophisticated and subtle combinations of civil engineering (junction 
layout, kerbing, tactile paving, underground power and communications ducting etc), systems hardware 
(signal poles and heads, controllers, vehicle activated signs etc) and software.  Generally, these include 
signals at road junctions, pedestrian crossing facilities (commonly referred to as pelicans, puffins or 
toucans) and interactive electronic signage. 
 
Inventory 
 
The inventory data is stored on Exor.  Items maintained include:- 

 Red   

 Amber   

 Green   

 Red Man   

 Green Man   

 Wait   

 Box Signs   

 Lenses   

 Back Boards  

 Rivets   

 Edgings   

 Cowls   

 Poles  

 Pole Caps   

 Head alignment  

 Push Button Units  

 Tactile Units 

 Buzzers 

 MEC Cabinet 

 Inspection Covers 

 Ped. Studs 

 Stop Lines 

 Double Yellow Lines 

 Anti Skid Surface 

 Energy 

 Bulk Change and Clean 

 Electrical Testing 

 Structural Testing 
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The overall accuracy of the data is considered to be good; some anomalies are known.   
 

 QUANTITY 

TRAFFIC SIGNALS 180 locations 

PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS 199 locations 

ZEBRA CROSSINGS 187 locations 

VEHICLE ACTIVATED SIGNS SIGNS 118 no. 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 6 no. 

SAFETY CAMERAS 50 no. 

CCTV CAMERAS 4 no. 

ANPR CAMERAS 9 no. 

BUS GATES/RISING BOLLARDS 2 no. 

REAL TIME PASSENGER INFORMATION 3 routes 

 
Current Condition & Performance 
 
Existing standards are based on: 

 Term signal maintenance contract; 

 The asset is managed through a number of measures based on the “Traffic Management Act”, “A 
guide to Best Practice on Access to Pedestrian and Transport Infrastructure” (produced by the DfT), 
the “Highways Act 1980”, and the “Road traffic Regulations Act 1984”; 

 The Traffic signals and Pedestrian Crossings also have to comply with the legal requirements of 
"The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2004” and “The Requirements for Road. 

 
The current condition of the traffic signal and pedestrian crossings is recorded following annual inspections; 
defects are recorded and used to develop a programme of works.  Equipment exceeding or even 
approaching ‘design life’ (particularly controllers, ducts, wiring, poles and gantries) is liable to structural or 
operational failure; it is estimated that approximately 50% of traffic control equipment is now life-expired.  
Structural integrity and condition for some stock is questionable, much in-service stock has exceeded its 
design life.  
 
Pro-active maintenance is undertaken in accordance with the Term Maintenance contract as follows: - 

 Bulk Lamp Change every 6 months 

 Planned Inspections  

 Reactive Maintenance 

 Structural and electrical testing 
 
Condition is assessed using fault records from the Fault Management System (FMS), 6 monthly 
inspections and operational assessment.  The recommended DfT lifecycle for traffic signal control 
equipment is 15 years.  At the present time, a significant proportion of the assets are already in excess of 
the 15 year cycle.  In order to ensure that no asset is over 15 years old, 25 installations would have to be 
refurbished or upgraded each year.  The current rate of refurbishment is 7 per annum.  Approximately 20 
operational assessments are carried out each year.  However, in order to meet the target of reviewing 
every installation on a 5 year cycle, approximately 80 reviews would need to be carried out each year, with 
the consequent funding implications. 
 
A total of 11 pedestrian crossings and 15 signalised intersections need refurbishment now.  A further 9 
pedestrian crossings, 10 signalised junctions and 2 emergency vehicle wig-wag installations are using 
control equipment that has been declared obsolete and need to be replaced within the next 3 years.  A 
further 19 pedestrian crossings and 59 signalised junctions are using control equipment which is no longer 
manufactured but is still supported.  These will need to be replaced within the next 5-10 years. 
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Creation, Acquisition, Upgrading & Disposal 
 
Creation/Acquisition/Upgrading: Renewal or replacements are identified through changes to the highway 
infrastructure or new traffic management schemes.  New units are erected as part of a new highway 
development, in response to public/Parish Council/Member through the Traffic Management Minor works 
budget or to address a traffic management/road safety issue funded through the Local Transport Plan. 
Disposal: Highway signal assets very rarely become redundant except when there is upgrading works. 
 
Deterioration 
 
Units deteriorate generally through: 

 Age 

 Corrosion/rusting 

 Metal fatigue/cracking 

 Vandalism  

 Canine urine 

 Vehicular strikes 

 Ground conditions 

 Gritting/Salting 

 Grass cutting 

 Specific design problems 
 
A signal controlled junction has a design life of approximately 15 years (controllers, signal heads), other 
traffic control/advice systems 5 -10 years. Health and Safety legislation compels the owners of equipment 
to ensure that they are well maintained and remain both electrically and structurally safe.  Other items such 
as vehicle activated signs have shorter design lives of perhaps 5-10 years.   Many installations can and do 
last longer than their designed lives but become increasingly unreliable and obsolete.  
 
Treatment Options & Costs 
 
Faults are reported; these are dealt with as: 

 urgent (e.g. whole installation or individual signal lamps out, controller failures) and  

 non-urgent (e.g. regulatory sign bulbs, pedestrian button wait lamps). 
 
Faults can be a result of usage or damage. Either category can be minor or major in terms of simplicity or 
complications which drive cost. 

 Minor Faults due to usage - ‘wear and tear’ (e.g. bulb or controller failures), decay (rusted poles), or 
damage (e.g. loops damaged during re-surfacing). Repair relatively simple (e.g. replacing bulbs) – 
reactive maintenance under contract. 

 Major Faults due to age, usage or obsolescence. Repairs costly re-active or proactively planned, 
dependant upon specific circumstances and budget. 

 Significant damage (crash damage, vandalism). Repair costly, generally rectified reactively using 
pro-active maintenance budget (e.g. re-configuring and re-constructing civils works and signal 
equipment at the site).  

 
Typically a refurbished/upgraded crossing costs approximately £25,000 whilst a signalised junction is 
around £100,000.  An average installation costs, at current rates, £2500 per year to maintain. 
 
Demands & Risks 
 
In the event of failure causing injury to a person or property the implications would have to be faced and 
costs met by the Council.  A planned programme of replacement will minimise risks to human life and/or in 
directing/controlling traffic. 

 Full or partial structural failure.  

 Failure to function and direct/control traffic 

 RTC, vandalism damage or corrosion creating unsafe sharp edges. 
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Investment Options 
 
In terms of investment, there are two key calculations which can be carried out before looking at different 
investment scenarios.  The first is the standstill cost – how much funding is necessary to maintain the 
current condition of the asset; and the second is backlog cost – how much funding is necessary (in today’s 
terms) to repair all of the known defect.  For both these calculations further work is required to develop 
treatment costs and long term investment options. 
 
Standstill 
To maintain the asset at the current condition, at least 15 installations per year would need to be upgraded 
at an estimated capital cost of £975,000.  An average installation costs, at current rates, £2500 per year to 
maintain, giving a total maintenance cost of £900,000 per annum required to maintain steady state. 
 

 
Future Developments 
Significant expansion has occurred particularly since the early 1980’s. Additionally technology is continually 
being developed to improve the efficiency and reliability of the units.  Rapid technological development and 
changing design standards (e.g. configuration for people with disabilities (BVPI 165)) are a source of 
constant challenge. By the end of their designed lives a programme of replacement should be in place to 
ensure structural integrity of the stock.  Signal heads have been based on bulbs which require replacement 
every six months. LED heads are now available which not only have very long life but also have reduced 
energy requirements.  Low voltage units are on the horizon; these will have advantages relating to safety 
and longer life for cabling.  
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2G - LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN – DRAINAGE 

 
Highway surface water drainage systems for the sole 
purpose of accepting surface water run-off from the highway 
are the responsibility of the Highway Authority unless they 
have been specifically adopted by the drainage authority.  
Highway drainage systems are installed to capture surface 
water run-off to alleviate flooding and protect the fabric of the 
road.  Many open ditch drainage systems are historic and 
are the responsibility of the adjoining landowner for 
maintenance.  
 
Locations requiring positive drainage are identified during 
highway inspections and include locations where highway 
flooding or ponding occurs, or where excessive surface 
water flows in the channel.  It can also include where the existing drainage is defective or where structural 
weakness is attributable to a lack of positive drainage.   
 
A concentrated flow of water across the carriageway, cycleway of footway can be a hazard, especially in 
freezing conditions where seepage can also create difficulties. 
Before any positive drainage systems is provided a full assessment of the existing system should be made 
to determine whether a satisfactory solution may be obtained by thoroughly cleaning or extending the 
existing system. 
Drainage improvement schemes will be added to the structural maintenance programme and prioritised on 
the following basis: 
 

 Flooding of residential or commercial property. 
 Flooding or ponding on the highway presenting a hazard to road users. 
 Seepage of water or water crossing the highway on bends and gradients liable to cause 

aquaplaning or formation of ice. 
 To eliminate damage to the highway requiring immediate works i.e. severe scouring. 
 Flooding of land adjacent to the highway will be considered as a separate measure on the basis of 

site specific evaluation. 
 Frequency of the flooding. 

 
Gullies 
The main type of feature used to drain the highway is known as a gully, although it is often referred to as a 
'grid' amongst the general public. To be accurate, the 'grid' is actually the grating used to keep 
undesirables, such as litter, leaves and people, out of the gully, whilst allowing surface water easy passage 
to the drainage system.  Road gullies tend to have 150mm diameter outlets and come in a variety of 
diameters and depths.  
 
The frequencies of gully cleansing are resource dependent, however, the county aims to cleanse gullies 
once per year.  However, where persistent problems are identified with gully cleansing for example, being 
blocked by silt and detritus on a regular basis, the gullies are specifically identified and programmed for a 
greater cleansing frequency. 
 
Road gullies tended in the past to be large items of clayware, but their inherent fragility was always a 
problem. They were gradually replaced with pre-cast concrete (PCC)  units, which are much more robust 
but also much heavier. The larger units weighed far more than a single operative can be reasonably 
expected to handle, and so they need to be craned into position by an excavator.  
 
Over the last few years, these heavy and cumbersome units have themselves been replaced by lightweight 
plastic units, that no longer provide the strength and resistance to deformation under load normally 
delivered by a clayware or pcc unit, but instead act as a liner mould for in-situ concrete casting. Once in 
place and the connecting pipework is completed, the surround concrete is placed and vibrated/compacted 
to give the necessary strength to resist deformation. A single operative can handle and install these units 
with comparative ease, and therefore they offer a significant saving in both manpower and costs. 
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Catchpits 
In drainage systems, a catch-pit should be considered preceding any outfall to a natural watercourse. The 
purpose of the catchpit is to remove grits, silts and excess sediment.  
A catch-pit is, essentially, an empty chamber with an inlet pipe and an outlet pipe set at a level above the 
floor of the pit. Any sediment carried by the system settles out whilst in the catch pit, from where it can be 
periodically pumped out or removed. 
 
Grips 
In some rural areas, the carriageway is drained by non-piped drains consisting of “grips” cut into the verge 
which feed into a ditch.  Their purpose is to collect and divert the passing of surface water off the highway 
into the adjacent ditch. 
 
As these are primarily positioned in rural locations their formation tends to become damaged from the 
passing of vehicles. As such the Highway Authority undertakes grip- cutting, reformation of the grip, as and 
when necessary to maintain their effectiveness.  Levels of available funding dictate the size of the annual 
grip cutting programme. 
 
Flooding and Surface water management 
Mark Parker is the Head of Flood Risk Management team. The role of the team is to: 
 

 take a lead for Gloucestershire's response to flood defence and land drainage,  
 act as a 'Customer Advocate' helping the public to identify which organisation can help them,  
 lobby at national level for long-term investment,  
 drive forward the work of the Local Government Flood Forum, which Gloucestershire introduced,  
 lead on partnership working, so as to invigorate flood alleviation schemes with district councils, the 

Environment Agency and other partnership agencies, and provide a level of matched funding 
support.  

 promote self-help flood resilience. 
 
In addition, the Team manages the administration of a number of strategic member and officer flood related 
groups.  www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/flooding provides help and advice to the public on flood related 
matters. 
 
Emergency responses to highway flooding 
Where flooding occurs, causing hazardous conditions, the appropriate warning signs are placed in position 
as quickly as possible.   
 
Gloucestershire Highways operates a system for the reporting problems on the highway, including flooding. 
Reporting may be carried out using our internet web page;  Gloucestershire County Council - How to report 
a problem on the roads   OR 
If the problem you want to report is either an emergency or requires urgent attention please telephone 
08000 514 514 
 
 
 
Life Cycle Planning 
The background to lifecycle plans is described at the start of Appendix 2 and in Chapter 7.   
 
Highway surface water drainage systems are designed to: - 

 Prevent the accumulation of surface water on carriageways, footways and cycleways; 

 Prevent pollution from highway drainage affecting watercourses; 

 Reduce future maintenance liability by minimising water damage to the highway structure;  

 Prevent nuisance to adjoining landowners by flooding. 
 
Inventory 
The drainage asset is made up of a number of discrete items as detailed below: 
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 Carriageway gully 

 Footway gully 

 Drainage pipes 

 Connections 

 Manholes 

 Catchpits 

 Headwalls 

 Trash grids 

 Soakaways 

 Culverts < 1.3m 

 Ditches 

 Kerb drainage 

 Drainage channels 

 Interceptors 

 Piped river 

 Swales 

 Pumping station 

 Rising main 
 

 

Description Quantity 

Gullies 90000 no. 

Balancing Pond 24 no. 

Catchpit 1 no. 

Counterfort Drain 400 m 

Culvert 2603 m 

Filter Drain 12004 m 

Grip 121856 m 

Manhole 93363 no. 

Piped Grip 5181 m 

 
It is estimated that there is around 409,790m of associated drainage pipe. 
 
Current Condition & Performance 
 
Routine maintenance is the regular, ongoing day-to-day work that is necessary to keep assets operating, 
including instances where elements of assets fail and need immediate repair to make operational again. 
The basic minimum service level is delivered through Planned Highway Safety Inspections. Any reports of 
defects from other sources are inspected and repaired strictly in accordance with the Safety Inspection 
Manual. 
 
The condition of the visible, regularly visited sections of the network (e.g. gullies) is generally known and in 
reasonable order.   The purpose of gully cleansing is to remove accumulated detritus in the gullies to 
ensure the rapid removal of water from the road surface.  The continued efficient function of the gullies and 
their connections depends partly upon the location, the presence of industry and agricultural land, the 
degree of tree cover, level of rainfall, the extent of kerbing and the frequency of sweeping.  
 
However, the condition of the remainder of the network, which is largely underground, is less well known.  
Piped systems, manholes, outfalls, catchpits, soakaways and SUDS (sustainable urban drainage systems) 
do not have a regular inspection regime. Faults are only discovered following detailed inspections of the 
highway, reports by the public or when the system is in need of clearance or repair. 
 
During rainy periods, increased flooding has been one of the issues to be managed. This management 
process has taken place reactively in providing continuing road accessibility, safety to road users and 
prevention of flooding of private properties. 
 
Damaged gullies or kerb off-lets are recorded during safety inspections, other surveys and from public 
reports.  No regular and planned cleansing arrangements are made for kerb offlets, manholes, soakaways, 
catch pits, interceptors or cattle grids. This is carried out on a reactive basis as required. 
 
 
 
 

Activity 
Type 

Service Standard 
Code of Practice Standard – Well 

Maintained Highways (2005) 
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Activity 
Type 

Service Standard 
Code of Practice Standard – Well 

Maintained Highways (2005) 

Gully 
Emptying 

Rural gullies - Clean gullies once a 
year.  
Urban gullies - Clean gullies every 18 
months. 
Increased on a reactive basis for those 
identified as requiring a greater 
frequency of cleansing. 

In low risk areas by default all gullies 
should be cleaned once a year and 
arrangements for non-functioning gullies 
to be recorded for more frequent or 
detailed attention.  Increased frequency 
at known trouble spots to be built upon 
experience. 

Kerb 
Offlets 

Jet once per year or as often as is 
necessary to ensure efficient working. 

In low risk areas, jetted by default 
annually.  As often as is necessary to 
ensure efficient working. 

Culverts 
and 

manholes 

No regular and planned cleansing 
arrangements This will be carried out on 
a reactive basis as required. 

In lower risk areas inspect every 5 years 
by default and cleaned as necessary 

Soakaways 
and 

catchpits 

No regular and planned cleansing 
arrangements This will be carried out on 
a reactive basis as required. 

In lower risk areas inspect every 5 years 
by default and cleaned as necessary 

Interceptor
s, holding 

tanks 

No regular and planned cleansing 
arrangements are made.  This will 
continue to be carried out on a reactive 
basis as required.  The frequency of 
cleaning oil interceptors will depend on 
their design and location and will need 
particular consideration on a site–
specific basis. 

Depends on design and location, will 
need particular consideration on site 
specific basis 

Piped 
drainage 

No regular and planned cleansing 
arrangements This will be carried out on 
a reactive basis as required. 

Clear when required, but by default not 
more than 10 year intervals. 

Ditches 
and grips 

Highway maintainable ditches to be re-
cut as required.  Grips once per year 
and check and clean outfalls once per 
year 

Grips and highway authority ditches 
should be cleared of vegetation and dug 
out when required. 

Private 
Ditches 

Where a ‘positive’ drainage system 
enters a roadside ditch it will be 
checked once per year and cleaned on 
a needs basis. Maintenance of all other 
ditches will remain the responsibility of 
adjoining landowners. 

Responsibility of adjoining landowners 

 
 
Setting out the investment history for an asset enables 
users to better understand the deterioration or 
improvement of an asset, and the relationship with 
levels of service. 
 
There has also been considerable capital expenditure on improving drainage since the 2007 floods that 
devastated Gloucestershire. 
 
Creation, Acquisition, Upgrading & Disposal 
 
Creation/Acquisition/Upgrading: The constant improvement of the Highway Network, particularly with 
regard to adequate serviceability of carriageways, means that new drainage assets are created on a 
regular basis. Acquisition of drainage assets is normally associated with the taking up of maintenance 
responsibilities following new developments through the adoption process. The development control team 
using Section 38 or 106 legal agreements normally manage this process.  A number of sites within the 
renewals programme involve the upgrading 

Ave. Annual Revenue Expenditure (in £000’s) 

Routine drainage 1190 
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Disposal: Drainage assets very rarely become redundant except when there is upgrading works.  This is 
normally considered in association with renewal and replacement.  Existing drainage provision is seldom 
removed and is either utilised as part of the new design or disconnected. 
 
Deterioration 
 
The life expectancy for cast iron items can be up to 50 years; more frequently replacement is necessitated 
by vandalism or vehicle damage. 
 
Treatment Options & Costs 
 
Do Minimum – this covers the routine activities carried out in order to ensure the safe passage of highway 
users: 

 Cleansing activities; 

 Drainage Investigation; and 

 Odd new provision grips, ditches, gullies and offlets. 
 
Medium Life Reinforcement of existing system with additional capacity: 

 Pipeline repair to return capacity; 

 Partially pipeline upgrade; 

 Additional gullies; and 

 Additional soakage capacity. 
 
Long Life Significant renewal or enhancement: 

 Provision of new drainage systems; 

 Pipeline upgrade to increase capacity 
 
Demands & Risks 
 
There is a need to consider climate change and the impact on the existing drainage system.  The 
combination of higher winter rainfall and greater storm activity will produce an increase in the likelihood of 
flooding with potentially severe impacts on the rivers and low lying areas. 
 
Some risks for drainage include: 

 Joint failure resulting in leakage/pollution 

 Pipe fracture leading to leakage, pollution, flooding and collapse 

 Cast ironware stolen leading to potential injury to persons/damage to vehicles 

 Pumping station failure leading to flooding 

 Pollution (and potential prosecution) 

 Soakaways fail 

 Inadequate capacity leading to flooding; possibly due to changes in the drainage catchment and/or 
increased flows associated with climate change. 

 Blockage leading to flooding and subsequent damage/injury; 

 Inappropriate disposals of dredged liquors; 

 Drainage structures fail or suffer with partial collapse which could lead to injury or death and/or 
damage to adjacent structures and/or environmental damage and/or disruption to the network. 

 Lack of knowledge on the drainage asset; 
 
Investment Options 
 
In terms of investment, there are two key calculations which can be carried out before looking at different 
investment scenarios.  The first is the standstill cost – how much funding is necessary to maintain the 
current condition of the asset; and the second is backlog cost – how much funding is necessary (in today’s 
terms) to repair all of the known defect.  For both these calculations further work is required to understand 
the extent and condition of the drainage asset, and to develop treatment costs and long term investment 
options. 
 
Future Developments 
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Items for consideration include: 

 Utilisation of new materials subject to evidence that they will satisfy need and be cost effective 

 Remote monitoring (starting with known potentially problem locations) 
 
 


